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Introduction
technology selection process. This community tends to
find that the relational data model is not well aligned
with the needs of their applications. Consider:

Relational databases have a long-standing position in
most organizations, and for good reason. Relational
databases underpin legacy applications that meet
current business needs; they are supported by an
extensive ecosystem of tools; and there is a large pool
of labor qualified to implement and maintain these
systems.

• Developers are working with new data types —
structured, semi-structured, unstructured and
polymorphic data — and massive volumes of it.
• Long gone is the twelve-to-eighteen month
waterfall development cycle. Now small teams
work in agile sprints, iterating quickly and
pushing code every week or two, even every day.

But companies are increasingly considering alternatives to legacy relational infrastructure. In some
cases the motivation is technical — such as a need
to scale or perform beyond the capabilities of their
existing systems — while in other cases companies are
driven by the desire to identify viable alternatives to
expensive proprietary software. A third motivation is
agility or speed of development, as companies look to
adapt to the market more quickly and embrace agile
development methodologies.

• Object-oriented programming is the norm,
and developers need a data model that aligns
with this approach, that is easy to use and that
provides flexibility.
• Organizations are now turning to scale-out
architectures using commodity servers and
cloud computing instead of large monolithic
architectures.

These drivers apply both to analytical and transactional applications. Companies are shifting workloads
to Hadoop for their offline, analytical workloads, and
they are building online, operational applications with
a new class of data management technologies called
“NoSQL”, or “Not Only SQL”, such as MongoDB.

NoSQL systems share several key characteristics. When
compared to relational databases, NoSQL systems
are more scalable and provide superior performance.
As companies evaluate NoSQL products, they should
consider 5 critical dimensions to make the right choice
for their applications and their businesses. In this

Development teams have a strong say in the
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Graph Model

paper, we describe these dimensions and show why
MongoDB is the most widely used NoSQL database in
the market.

Graph databases use graph structures with nodes,
edges and properties to represent data. In essence,
data is modeled as a network of relationships between
specific elements. While the graph model may be
counter-intuitive and takes some time to understand,
it can be used broadly for a number of applications.
Its main appeal is that it makes it easier to model
relationships between entities in an application.

1. DATA MODEL
The primary way in which NoSQL databases differ
from relational databases is the data model. Although
there are arguably dozens of NoSQL databases,
they primarily fall into one of the following three
categories:

Applications: Graph databases are useful in cases
where relationships are core to the application, like
social networks.

Document Model

Examples: Neo4j and HyperGraphDB.

Whereas relational databases store data in rows
and columns, document databases store data in
documents. These documents typically use a structure
that is like JSON (JavaScript Object Notation), a format
popular among developers. Documents provide an
intuitive and natural way to model data that is closely
aligned with object-oriented programming — each
document is effectively an object. Documents contain
one or more fields, where each field contains a typed
value, such as a string, date, binary or array. Rather
than spreading out a record across multiple columns
and tables, each record and its associated data are
typically stored together in a single document. This
simplifies data access and reduces or even eliminates
the need for joins and complex transactions.

Key-Value and Wide Column Models
From a data model perspective, key-value stores are
the most basic type of NoSQL database. Every item in
the database is stored as an attribute name, or key,
together with its value. The value, however, is entirely
opaque to the system; data can only be queried by
the key. This model can be useful for representing
polymorphic and unstructured data, as the database
does not enforce a set schema across key-value pairs.
Wide column stores, or column family stores, use a
sparse, distributed multi-dimensional sorted map
to store data. Each record can vary in the number of
columns that are stored, and columns can be nested
inside other columns called super columns. Columns
can be grouped together for access in column families,
or columns can be spread across multiple column
families. Data is retrieved by primary key per column
family.

In a document database, the notion of a schema
is dynamic: each document can contain different
fields. This flexibility can be particularly helpful for
modelling unstructured and polymorphic data. It also
makes it easier to evolve an application during development, such as adding new fields. Additionally,
document databases generally provide the query
robustness that developers have come to expect from
relational databases. In particular, data can be queried
based on any fields in a document.

Applications: Key value stores and wide column stores
are useful for a narrow set of applications that only
query data by a single key value. The appeal of these
systems is their performance and scalability, which can
be highly optimized due to the simplicity of the data
access patterns.

Applications: Document databases are general
purpose, useful for a wide variety of applications due
to the flexibility of the data model, the ability to query
on any field and the natural mapping of the document
data model to objects in modern programming
languages.

Examples: Riak and Redis (Key-Value); HBase and
Cassandra (Wide Column).

Examples: MongoDB and CouchDB.
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the ability to analyze data in place. MongoDB, for
instance, provides both the Aggregation Framework
for providing real-time analytics (along the lines of the
SQL GROUP BY functionality), and a native MapReduce
implementation for sophisticated analyses. Regarding
updates, MongoDB provides find and modify capabilities so that values in documents can be updated in a
single statement to the database rather than making
multiple round trips.

Takeaways
• All of these data models provide schema
flexibility.
• The key-value and wide-column data
model is opaque in the system - only the
primary key can be queried.
• The document data model has the
broadest applicability.

Graph Database

• The document data model is the most
natural and most productive because it
maps directly to objects in modern objectoriented languages.

These systems tend to provide rich query models
where simple and complex relationships can be interrogated to make direct and indirect inferences about
the data in the system. Relationship-type analysis
tends to be very efficient in these systems, whereas
other types of analysis may be less optimal.

• The wide column model provides more
granular access to data than the key
value model, but less flexibility than the
document data model.

Key Value and Wide Column Databases
These systems provide the ability to retrieve and
update data based only on a primary key. For querying
on other values, users are encouraged to maintain their
own indexes. Some products provide limited support
for secondary indexes, but with several caveats. To
perform an update in these systems, two round trips
may be necessary: first find the record, then update it.
In these systems, the update may be implemented as
a complete rewrite of the record whether a few bytes
have changed or the entire record.

2. QUERY MODEL
Each application has its own query requirements. In
some cases, it may be acceptable to have a very basic
query model in which the application only accesses
records based on a primary key. For most applications, however, it is important to have the ability
to query based on several different values in each
record. For instance, an application that stores data
about customers may need to look up not only specific
customers, but also specific companies, or customers
by a certain deal size, or aggregations of customer
types by zipcode or state.

Takeaways

It is also common for applications to update records,
including one or more individual fields. To satisfy
these requirements, the database needs to be able to
query data based on secondary indexes. In these cases,
a document database may be the most appropriate
solution.

• The biggest difference between NoSQL
systems lies in the ability to query data
efficiently.
• Document databases provide the richest
query functionality, which allows them to
address a wide variety of applications.
• Key-value stores and wide column stores
provide a single means of accessing
data: by primary key. They offer very
limited query functionality and may
impose additional development costs and
application-level requirements to provide
more than the most basic query features.

Document Database
Document databases provide the ability to query on
any field within a document. Some products, such as
MongoDB, provide a rich set of indexing options to
optimize a wide variety of queries, including compound
indexes, sparse indexes, time to live (TTL) indexes,
unique indexes, text indexes, geospatial indexes and
others. Furthermore, some of these products provide
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3. CONSISTENCY MODEL

database is capturing information like logs, which will
only be read at a later point in time. Key-value and
wide column stores are typically eventually consistent.

NoSQL systems typically maintain multiple copies
of the data for availability and scalability purposes.
In these architectures, there different guarantees
regarding the consistency of the data across copies.
NoSQL systems tend to be consistent or eventually
consistent.

Eventually consistent systems must be able to accommodate conflicting updates in individual records.
Because writes can be applied to any copy of the data,
it is possible and not uncommon for writes to conflict
with one another. Some systems like Riak use vector
clocks to determine the ordering of events and to
ensure that the most recent operation wins in the case
of a conflict. Other systems like CouchDB retain all
conflicting values and allow the user to resolve the
conflict. Another approach, followed by Cassandra,
is simply to assume the greatest value is the correct
one. For these reasons, writes tend to perform well in
eventually consistent systems, but updates can involve
trade-offs that complicate the application significantly.

With a consistent system, writes by the application
are immediately visible in subsequent queries. With an
eventually consistent system writes are not immediately visible. As an example, when reflecting inventory
levels for products in a product catalog, with a
consistent system each query will see the current
inventory as inventory levels are updated by the application, whereas with an eventually consistent system
the inventory levels may not be accurate for a query
at a given time, but will eventually become accurate.
For this reason application code tends to be somewhat
different for eventually consistent systems - rather
than updating the inventory by taking the current
inventory and subtracting one, for example, developers are encouraged to issue idempotent queries that
explicitly set the inventory level.

Takeaways
• Most applications and development teams
expect consistent systems.
• Different consistency models pose
different trade-offs for applications in the
areas of consistency and availability.

Consistent Systems
Each application has different requirements for
data consistency. For many applications, it is imperative that the data be consistent at all times. As
development teams have worked under a model of
consistency with relational databases for decades, this
approach is more natural and familiar. In other cases,
eventual consistency is an acceptable trade-off for the
flexibility it allows in the system’s availability.

• MongoDB provides tunable consistency,
defined at the query level.
• Eventually consistent systems provide
some advantages for writes at the cost of
making reads and updates more complex.

Document databases and graph databases can be
consistent or eventually consistent. MongoDB provides
tunable consistency. By default, data is consistent
— all writes and reads go to the primary copy of the
data. As an option, read queries can be issued against
secondary copies where data is eventually consistent;
the consistency choice is made at the query level.

4. APIS
There is no standard for interfacing with NoSQL
systems. Each system presents different designs and
capabilities for application development teams. The
maturity of the API can have major implications for the
time and cost required to develop and maintain the
underlying NoSQL system.

Eventually Consistent Systems
Idiomatic Drivers

With eventually consistent systems, there is a
period of time in which all copies of the data are not
synchronized. This may be acceptable for read-only
applications and data stores that do not change often,
like historical archives. By the same token, it may also
be appropriate for high-write use cases in which the

There are a number of popular programming
languages, and each provides different paradigms for
working with data and services. Idiomatic drivers are
created by development teams that are experts in
the given language and that know how programmers
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integrations and best practices that can be amortized
across many projects. NoSQL systems are relatively
new, and while there are many options in the market, a
small number of products will stand the test of time.

prefer to work within that language. This approach
can also benefit from its ability to leverage specific
features in a programming language that might
provide efficiencies for accessing and processing data.
For programmers, idiomatic drivers are easier to learn
and use, and they reduce the onboarding time for
teams to begin working with the underlying system.
For example, idiomatic drivers provide direct interfaces
to set and get documents or fields within documents.
With other types of interfaces it may be necessary to
retrieve and parse entire documents and navigate to
specific values in order to set or get a field.

Commercial Support
Users should consider the health of the company or
project when evaluating a database. It is important not
only that the product continues to exist, but also to
evolve and to provide new features. Having a strong,
experienced support organization capable of providing
services globally is another relevant consideration.

MongoDB supports idiomatic drivers in over a dozen
languages: Java, .NET, Ruby, Node.js, Perl, Python, PHP,
C, C++, Erlang, Javascript, Haskell and Scala. Other
drivers are supported by the community.

Community Strength
There are significant advantages of having a strong
community around a technology, particularly
databases. A database with a strong community of
users makes it easier to find and hire developers that
are familiar with the product. It makes it easier to find
information, documentation and code samples. It also
helps organizations retain key technical talent. Lastly,
a strong community encourages other technology
vendors to develop integrations and to participate in
the ecosystem.

Thrift or RESTful APIs
Some systems provide RESTful interfaces. This
approach has the appeal of simplicity and familiarity, but it relies on the inherent latencies associated
with HTTP. It also shifts the burden of building an
interface to the developers; and this interface is likely
to be inconsistent with the rest of their programming
interfaces. Similarly, some systems provide a Thrift
interface, a very low level paradigm that shifts the
burden to developers to develop more abstract interfaces within their applications.

Takeaways
• Commercial backing and support is an
important part of evaluating NoSQL
products.

Takeaways

• MongoDB has the largest commercial
backing; the largest and most active
community; support teams in New York,
Palo Alto, Dublin, and Sydney; and
extensive documentation.

• The maturity and functionality of APIs
vary significantly across NoSQL products.
• MongoDB’s idiomatic drivers minimize
onboarding time for new developers and
simplify application development.

5. COMMERCIAL SUPPORT AND COMMUNITY
STRENGTH
Choosing a database is a major investment. Once an
application has been built on a given database, it
is costly and challenging to migrate it to a different
database. Companies usually invest in a small number
of core technologies so they can develop expertise,
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Conclusion

Resources

As the technology landscape evolves, organizations
increasingly find the need to evaluate new databases
to support changing application and business requirements. The media hype around NoSQL databases and
the commensurate lack of clarity in the market makes
it important for organizations to understand the differences between the available solutions. As dicussed
in this paper, key criteria to consider when evaluating
these technologies are the data model, query model,
consistency model and APIs, as well as commercial
support and community strength. Many organizations find that document databases such as MongoDB
are best suited to meet these criteria, though we
encourage technology decision makers to evaluate
these considerations for themelves.

For more information, please visit mongodb.com or
contact us at sales@mongodb.com.

Resource

About MongoDB
MongoDB (from humongous) is reinventing data
management and powering big data as the leading
NoSQL database. Designed for how we build and run
applications today, it empowers organizations to be
more agile and scalable. MongoDB enables new types
of applications, better customer experience, faster
time to market and lower costs. It has a thriving global
community with over 5 million downloads, 100,000
online education registrations, 20,000 user group
members and 20,000 MongoDB Days attendees. The
company has more than 600 customers, including
many of the world’s largest organizations.
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mongodb.com/download
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